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AS THE
re in Ayrton’s new series
of LT (Long Throw) products dedicated
to long-range applications, the Karif-LT
is an ultra-compact 300W LED beamspot. Equipped with a 168mm frontal
lens offering a zoom ratio of 17:1 and a
2.8–47° zoom range, the narrowness is
a distinguishable feature of this LED. The
high-ef ciency, low-etendue, compact LED
module delivers an intense beam which,
calibrated at 8,500K, can reportedly
generate metallic white light and deep,
vivid colours. Karif-LT has an overall output
of 13,000 lumens at a colour temperature
of 7,500K and a centre-beam luminous
intensity of 3.5 million candelas.
Other features include a CMY colour
mixing system, a multi-position CTO wheel
with seven different colour correction
lters, a wheel of 13 complementary
colours for in nite pastel hues and
saturatedFOR
colours,
nine interchangeable
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Outline heads 4 Vegas
and surrounds in theatre, corporate AV,
leisure, retail and houses of worship.
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ratio and a zoom range of 6–60°. The
optics deliver a uniform at beam with
ition
no hot-spot to reproduce highimages over the entire zoom range.
Domino comes with a subtractive CMY
colour mixing system combined with
a variable CTO and a wheel with six
colours for pastel and saturated colours.
The framing section allows accurate
positioning of each of its four shutter
blades across a 100% sur face area,
while the image section includes 14
interchangeable HD glass gobos on two
wheels.
The effects section contains two
dynamic effects wheels with continuous
movement in both directions, a CMY multilayered wheel for creating multi-coloured
effects, a standard monochromatic
effects wheel, a 15-blade iris diaphragm,
two frost lters, CRI and TM30 optimising
lters, two rotating prisms, a dynamic
sparkle effect with speed and fade
adjustment and an electronic dimmer.
The 52kg xture is available in S and TC
versions – the former delivers metallic
white light at a colour temperature of
7,000K, while the latter is calibrated at a
colour
of 6,000K
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6.5,with
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Daniel drives and supports your
customers. He understands sales,
distribution and your solutions.
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Behind
every great
business is
a Daniel.

Daniel understands industry technologies
and their application. He cultivates strong
relationships to develop your business.
Interfacio connects professionals
with world-leading pro AVL brands.

China Sales Manager

Touring, recording and installed sound.

Contact: bardy@interfacio.com

www.proavl-asia.com

www.interfacio.com
Int: +44 208 986 5002
USA: 1-800 578 0144
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